FLEXIBLE TRAINING IN MCU MAKES LEARNING EASY

It’s easier than ever before for you and your team to learn about our software by offering training videos in MC University (MCU), our new online learning source. Its extremely flexible format means you can work at your own pace to get up to speed on basic principles, enhance your knowledge of features, and expand your use of Maintenance Connection.

MCU makes training easy for users of all levels; from users who may be new to an organization and have never used Maintenance Connection, to seasoned users that need to enhance their knowledge of a particular skill, or master more detailed functionality.

TRAINING YOU CAN FIT INTO A BUSY WORK ENVIRONMENT

Over 60 courses will be available, designed to fit within a 30-minute time period.

They Include:
- Introductory courses
- Assets and Infrastructure
- Work Management
- Parts and Purchasing
- Reporting
- PMs, Procedures and Projects
- System Administrator

24/7 access to all training courses so users can:
- Watch courses when it’s convenient
- Watch only the topics you need to learn
- Rewind, pause, and fast-forward videos
- Work independently to receive training
- Set your own pace to complete a group
- Share learning progress via quizz results

MCU is available to organizations who choose to add a subscription with their annual license agreement. The training videos can be accessed via Maintenance Connection’s MC User Connect portal.